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Abstract 

Front face flow drilling, which has been investigated at the Institute of Machining Technology (ISF), TU Dortmund University, 
represents a new application of the conventional flow drilling process. With this new technique it is possible to form closed holes 
with diameters, which can exceed the local wall thickness of the profile. By using a subsequent threading operation, it is possible 
to generate solid joints. In this article investigations regarding the machining of the aluminium cast alloy AlSi10Mg are presented. 
The feasibility of the front face flow drilling application was analysed for the machining of thin profiles with a wall thickness of 
tW = 6 mm. Flow drilling tools with a diameter of dFD = 5.4 mm have been used. Feed forces as well as torques were measured 
during the flow drilling process. In order to generate solid threads, a high quality of the formed holes has to be ensured. To quantify 
the quality, measurements of the circularity as well as the diameters were carried out. Both aspects can have an influencing effect 
on the threading operation. Due to the low formability of the used alloys, adjustments of the flow drilling process had to be realised. 
Besides the variation of process parameters such as peripheral speed and feed velocity, a pre-heating of the tool was conducted to 
raise the formability of the workpiece material and to increase the process stability. The pre-heating of the tool was accomplished 
by using a portable induction system with an integrated temperature control. As a result of the investigations, suitable process 
strategies will be recommended regarding a stable front face flow drilling operation of the lightweight cast alloy AlSi10Mg. Further 
research regarding front face flow drilling is planned towards an adaptation to magnesium cast alloys. 
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1. Introduction 

In its conventional application, flow drilling is a forming operation used to produce bushings in thin workpieces. 
These bushings exceed the thickness of the workpiece in order to create detachable joints via a subsequent threading 
operation and are used to elongate the usable depth of thread. The flow drilling process consists of different process 
steps. The flow drilling tool is positioned in front of the workpiece and then moved along the tool axis. As soon as the 
tool tip enters the workpiece, it is centred and due to the friction between the rotating tool and the workpiece, heat is 
generated. Because of this heat, the workpiece material is softened. In the next process step, the conical region of the 
tool penetrates the workpiece and the bore gets widened. Subsequently the cylindrical region defines the surface quality 
of the bore wall. In a following process step, the material, which flows contrary to the feed direction, is machined or 
formed regarding to the application of the tool collar.   

Fig. 1. a) Process steps of front face flow drilling [1]; b) Used flow drilling tools; c) Via flow drilling generated bores 
 
As far as this article is concerned, flow drilling is used to generate closed bores at the front face of profiles. This 

opens up new potentials to join workpieces via a screw connection and makes it possible to avoid for example welding 
operations. This application has been successfully tested on several materials, such as aluminium [2] or magnesium 
wrought alloys [1]. The process steps does not vary from the conventional application (see figure 1 a). The presented 
work however deals with the analysis of front face flow drilling regarding the aluminium cast alloy AlSi10Mg. The 
low formability of aluminium cast alloys makes it difficult to obtain front face flow drilling to this material class 
without any process adjustments. Regarding the current investigations, different process parameters as well as a pre-
heating of the tool were conducted. As a conclusion of this study suitable parameters, such as cutting speed vc, feed 
velocity vf as well as initial tool temperatures T are given to create a stable flow drilling process of AlSi10Mg.           

 
Nomenclature 

dFD tool diameter   vc cutting speed     n rotational speed 
vf feed velocity    αFD  point angle    βFD cone angle 
T initial tool temperature tW thickness of the workpiece  t drilling depth    
hT height of the tool tip  hCo height of the conical part  hCy height of the cylindrical part 
     

2. Experimental setup 

Used flow drilling tools are solid carbide tools without coating. The tools consist of different regions, which are 
illustrated in figure 1 b). All tools have a diameter of dFD = 5.4 mm to enable a M6 thread size. The tool tip is the 
shortest part with a height of hT = 0.5 mm in feed direction. The tool tip is constructed with a tip angle of αFD = 90°. 
Following the tool tip, the conical region is located with a conical angle of βFD = 34°. The height of the conical region 
measures hCo = 6 mm. The next part is the cylindrical region, which defines the surface quality of the bore wall. The 
length of this region varies depending on the required drilling depth. In the case of this study the length is 
hCy = 32.5 mm. The conical and the cylindrical region of the tool are not circular, but have a polygon shape. This 
reduces the friction between tool and workpiece.   
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